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A RESPONSIBLE CHOICE
Denalt has always been an industry leader in terms of quality and environmental standards, with both its latex-
based and alkyd-based products.

Our containers are made from 100% recycled plastic. Our alkyd is derived from plant sources rather than 
bituminous ones. Our products contain very little or no volatile organic compounds. Additionally, our manufacturing 
process helps us use less water. We work as much as possible with responsible suppliers, on both an ethical and 
environmental level.

You can put your trust in us: our environmental awareness motivates us daily to look for new ways to make our 
products greener.

Choosing Denalt means doing business with a local, responsible manufacturer.

MUSEUM-QUALITY PRODUCTS 
Denalt is proud to work with the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts and to support its exhibits 
as a partner and official paint supplier.  

For over 60 years, we have continually surpassed ourselves in offering our clientele the best products on the 
market and meeting their paint needs. Our committed, experienced team works tirelessly to ensure that we stay 
at the forefront of technology.

Whatever your project, application method or colour... Denalt has what you need!
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LUXURIOUS PAINT AT IT’S FINEST
DESCRIPTION

Presenting our new Celestia line, the perfect 
product for those looking for extraordinary results!  
Discover a unique micro-acrylic urethane fortified 
wall paint and the most exquisite finish ever 
created. When colour science meets art, you can 
turn your vision into reality.

Being the chosen paint for the Museum of  Fine 
Arts of  Montreal, you can be assured that no other 
paint can match its beauty and richness.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - The best finish available bar none  
 - Industry-leading scrub endurance 
 - Exclusive micro-acrylic urethane fortified®  
   resin locks-in colour 
 - Hard and tough, yet soft with our  
   soft touch technology® 
 - Antimicrobial film protects high-humidity areas 
 - No-VOC, no-odour formula 
 - Covers more than 600 square feet per gallon 
 - Paint and primer in one

COLOURS 

6 base system for full colour spectrum 
 
SIZES

Quarts, gallons, pails 
 
FINISHES

38-01 Alkyd emulsion flat for ceiling 
41-00 Softened gloss 
42-00 Eggshell 
46-00 Pearl

CELESTIA
®
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BRING LIFE INTO YOUR HOME
DESCRIPTION

Pure Life was designed with utility and function in mind. Meant to 

withstand everyday messes and cleanups while being easy to apply 

and retouch. Pure Life delivers all this in a package that is remarkably 

affordable and versatile.

All Pure Life sheens are made to live up to active families that will  

require frequent washing and scrubbing. You’re already so busy, 

paint it once and forget it, with Pure Life.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Super washable and durable 

 - Will not fade or dull with repeated cleaning 

 - Does not require a primer on dark colours,  

   gypsum board or plaster joints 

 - Antimicrobial film protects high-humidity areas 

 - Perfected easy-flow, low-spatter formula 

 - Paint and primer in one 

 - Durable acrylic polymer technology

COLOURS 

6 base system for full colour spectrum 

 

SIZES

Quarts, gallons, pails

FINISHES

240-00 Eggshell 

250-00 Pearl 

260-00 Semi-gloss 

270-00 Kitchen and bathroom soft gloss 

 

PURE LIFE
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DESCRIPTION

Designed and engineered to enable paint professionals to get jobs done 

quickly and the right way. Central to Pro Advanced’s formulation is a high-end 

acrylic polymer with sealing and hiding properties like no other. Designed for 

the most demanding painters, Pro Advanced® delivers it all in one package; 

a paint and primer in one that is washable, fast drying and easy to sand.

Maximize your time with our top-quality professional paint.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Dries to the touch in minutes 

 - Seals and hides gypsum and plaster in 2 coats 

 - Durable and washable after only 7 days 

 - Will not clog sandpaper and produces less dust 

 - Covers up to 2,500 square feet per pail 

 - Very low VOC content 

 - Paint and primer in one 

 - Durable acrylic polymer technology

MASTERED FOR THE PROFESSIONALS

COLOURS 

4 base system 

 

SIZES

Gallons, pails

FINISHES

A2104 Primer-sealer 

A505 Flat for wall and ceiling 

A515 Pearl 

A565 Semi-gloss 

A590 Eggshell 

PRO ADVANCED
®
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UNIVERSAL PRIMER-SEALER

“One primer for all surfaces” was the development guideline for this premium formula. 

After years of  testing and development, our most complete, easy-to-use water-based 

primer is now available. This product adheres to substrates like hard old alkyds  

without any sanding. Usable indoors or outdoors, its antimicrobial properties will 

make it last.

UNIVERSAL CEILING FLAT

Say goodbye to overlapping marks and multiple coats. No-one likes redoing a ceiling 

a second or third time. This formula has everything to get the job done right in fewer 

coats. Designed with the painter in mind, this exclusive blend is self-priming and  

sealing and has a prolonged drying time coupled with self-levelling technology to 

ensure a perfect look each time.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Antimicrobial interior and exterior formula 

 - Will stick to most hardened and  

   glossy surfaces, like alkyd enamel,  

   without sanding 

 - High-solids formulation rolls on thick 

 - Its high 100% acrylic resin content  

   is perfect for sealing old hardened  

   plaster in one coat. 

 - Almost no detectable odour 

SIZES: Quarts, gallons, pails

FINISH: 485-01 Primer-sealer

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Paint and primer in one 

 - Self-levelling technology with impeccable  

   flow yields great results, even for DIYers 

 - Closed cell dry film produces a dead  

   flat, non-porous finish, which makes  

   it more washable compared to  

   traditional ceiling flats 

 - Almost no perceptible odour 

SIZES: Quarts, gallons, pails

FINISH: 455-01 Ceiling flat

OUR BEST 
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POLYVALENT PRIMER-SEALER

Perfect for most jobs and suitable for all budgets, this versatile primer solution seals 

porous surfaces and colours to produce the best possible finishing coat. Thanks to 

its adjusted viscosity, this primer is easy to apply and spatters less. 

POLYVALENT CEILING FLAT

This unique recipe has everything to get the job done right. Made with reactive  

polymers that change colour, it rolls on bright pink and dries completely white. Even 

beginners can follow the dry edge and reduce the chance of  overlapping.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Rolls on pink and dries white 

 - Easiest application possible 

 - Self-levelling technology with impeccable  

   flow yields great results, even for DIYers 

 - Very low odour 

SIZES: Quarts, gallons, pails

FINISH: 230-00 Ceiling flat

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Rolls on easily with low spatter 

 - Its high acrylic polymer content  

   guarantees a one-coat application  

   over gypsum and plaster. 

 - Very low odour 

SIZES: Gallons, pails

FINISH: 210-01 Primer-sealer

ALL AROUND
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BESPOKE OUTDOOR LIVING
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SEMI-TRANSPARENT ALKYD STAIN
Central to our legacy semi-transparent stain is a naturally sourced alkyd resin that 
penetrates deep into the wood, preventing it from peeling. This technology, coupled 
with state-of-the-art zero-VOC solvent, lends absolute durability to any exterior wood 
project.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 - Protects and beautifies in only one coat 
 - Exclusive penetrating blend of  two natural oils 
 - Resistant to rain after only 4 hours 
 - Can be applied on slightly damp wood 
 - Covers up to 750 square feet per gallon 
 - UV absorbers protect the natural beauty of  wood 
 - Protects against mold and mildew 
 - All-season protection

COLOURS: See our stain pamphlet for full colour offering
SIZES: Quarts, gallons

FINISH: ST-407 Semi-transparent tint base

SOLID URETHANE STAIN
Uncompromising performance is what best describes our premium solid stain. 
Preserve the natural beauty of  your wood with our most advanced solid stain.  
Our formula contains a special additive that helps the stain penetrate more deeply into 
the wood to provide utmost durability and prevent flaking.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 - Stain and sealant in one 
 - Special acrylic and urethane blend for maximum endurance 
 - Resistant to rain after only 8 hours 
 - Adheres to old alkyd stains without the need of  a primer 
 - Special penetrating additives create a lasting water-repellent finish 
 - Can be applied on slightly damp wood 
 - Protects against mold and mildew 
 - Covers up to 600 square feet per gallon 
 - All-season protection

COLOURS: See our stain pamphlet for full colour offering

SIZES: Quarts, gallons

FINISH: OP-01 Solid

LEGACY EXTERIOR STAIN
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SEMI-TRANSPARENT STAIN
Engineered for endurance and protection, this premium alkyd emulsion stain will  
enhance the natural beauty of  the wood. With only one coat, decks and fences will be 
shielded against the elements and the sun’s harmful UV rays. Our super penetrating 
alkyd oil guarantees rich and deep stain colours for all your exterior projects.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Protects and beautifies in only one coat 
 - 100% alkyd emulsion for maximum penetration 
 - Resistant to rain after only 16 hours 
 - Can be applied on slightly damp wood 
 - Covers up to 450 square feet per gallon 
 - UV absorbers protect the natural beauty of  wood 
 - Mold and mildew protection 
 - All-season protection

COLOURS: See our stain pamphlet for full colour offering

SIZES: Quarts, gallons

FINISH: 6407 Semi-transparent tint base

SOLID STAIN
Engineered for endurance and protection, this premium acrylic solid stain will protect 
the natural beauty of  the wood. With only one application, decks and fences will be 
shielded against the elements and the sun’s harmful UV rays. Our penetrating formula 
guarantees rich and deep colours for all your exterior projects.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Stain and sealant in one 
 - Resistant to rain after 16 hours 
 - Creates a durable water-repellent finish 
 - Micro-porous technology prevents cracking 
 - Can be applied on slightly damp wood 
 - Covers up to 500 square feet per gallon 
 - Mold and mildew protection 
 - All-season protection

COLOURS: 3 base system

SIZES: Quarts, gallons

FINISH: 6008-01 Solid

HYBRID EXTERIOR STAIN
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SIMPLICITY IS ONE SINGLE COAT
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BRING IT BACK TO LIFE
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DESCRIPTION

The new refresh resurfacer features a refined 

anti-slip smooth finish allowing to rejuvenate any 

surface with style. Worn-out wood or concrete will 

look immaculate just in time for the season. Extend 

your deck’s life with ease and only one coat!

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - 10X thicker than regular paint for  

  a comfortable bare-foot finish 

 - One-coat coverage over worn wood  

  or concrete 

 - Fills and seals cracks of  up to 1/4” 

 - UV and efflorescence protection 

 - Covers up to 75 sq. ft. per gallon

COLOUR 

Tint base - Any of  our 1,320 colours 

SIZES 

Gallons, pails 

 

FINISH

RS-03 Smooth anti-slip finish

REFRESH
RESURFACER         
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READY FOR A BRAND NEW START
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DENALT’S DECK CLEANER
Thanks to its deep penetrating formula, Denalt’s cleaner will 
revive the natural look of  exterior wood and other surfaces, 
and remove stains caused by mildew, dirt, and algae.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - No scrubbing required 
 - Deeply penetrating formula to dislodge contaminants 
 - Ready to use; no dilution necessary 
 - Works on almost any type of  wood 
 - Biodegradable

SIZE: Gallons

FINISH: 6100 Cleaner 
 

DENALT’S STAIN STRIPPER
Thanks to its exclusive formula that penetrates under the stain, 
Denalt universal stain stripper effortlessly removes all latex 
and oil-based deck coatings, including semi-transparent and 
opaque stains, varnishes, and waterproof  products.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Does not burn the wood 
 - Deeply penetrating formula to dislodge coatings 
 - Ready to use; no dilution necessary 
 - Works on almost any type of  wood 
 - Fast and effective, with low odour 
 - Biodegradable

SIZE: Gallons

FINISH: 6200 Stripper

DECK REJUVENATORS
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SHIELD YOUR HOME
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DESCRIPTION

The same unique and durable resin as our high-

end designer paint is used to achieve remarkable 

durability for your siding. Our new siding paint  

features all the latest technology that is needed to 

do a perfect job in less time with minimal effort.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Paint and primer in one 

 - Resistant to rain after only 12 hours 

 - Adheres directly to old alkyd paints 

 - No primer needed 

 - Urethane hard finish 

 - Anti-mold and mildew 

 - Special additives create a lasting  

   water-repellent finish 

 - Can be applied in temperatures as low as 5ºC 

 - Covers up to 600 square feet per gallon 

 - Suitable for aluminium, wood, stucco, concrete,  

   masonery, vinyl and more 

 - All-season protection

COLOURS 

3 base system 

 

SIZES 

Quarts, gallons 

 

FINISHES

610-01 Soft gloss 

620-01 Pearl

SIDING 
EXTERIOR PAINT
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DESCRIPTION

This rust-resistant enamel coating will make  

metal surfaces immune to rust for a long time. 

Alkyd based and urethane reinforced, it will give 

strength and shine to painted surfaces.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Resistant to water, salt and UV rays 

 - Adheres to surfaces painted with oil-based  

   paint and urethane 

 - Urethane resin provides an ultra-hard finish 

 - Adheres to multiple substrates, including wood 

 - No primer needed 

 - Urethane hard finish 

 - Anti-mold and mildew 

 - Covers up to 800 square feet per gallon 

 - Prevents rust on ferrous metals 

 - Meets Canadian VOC standards

COLOURS 

5 base system for full colour spectrum 

 

SIZES 

Quarts, gallons 

 

FINISHES

ART-01 High gloss (liquid plastic)

METAL 
ANTI-RUST
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MADE TO WITHSTAND THE ELEMENTS
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DESCRIPTION

Made with the premium resins and additives, our new 

one-component acrylic-epoxy garage floor coating resists 

hot tires and light chemicals. Designed and engineered to 

outperform any one-component floor coating on the market, it 

will help you reclaim your garage!

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - No primer required 

 - Resistant to water, salt, oil spills and hot tires 

 - Adheres directly to old oil paints 

 - Acrylic-epoxy resin provides an ultra-hard finish 

 - Adheres to multiple substrates, including wood 

 - Surpasses Canadian VOC standards 

 - Chemical-resilient film 

 - Hard bonding resin 

 - Mold and mildew protection 

 - One coat application 

 - No hot tire pick up

COLOURS: 2 base system 
Also available in a premix light grey #550-65   

SIZES: Quarts, gallons

FINISH: 550-01 Satin

GARAGE  
FLOOR EPOXY
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ONE COAT AND YOU’RE DONE 



DESCRIPTION

Enhance your floor with Denalt’s concrete floor 

paint. This acrylic and urethane finish is perfect  

for concrete, wood or refinished floors and  

siding that require superior protection against the  

elements and traffic. *Not suitable for floors  

subjected to hot automobile tires. Great for base-

ments, mud rooms, shop floors, patio and porch.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - No primer required 

 - Resistant to water, salt and soft chemicals 

 - Adheres directly to old oil paints 

 - Urethane resin provides a super durable finish 

 - Adheres to multiple substrates, including wood 

 - Suitable for interior and exterior applications

COLOURS

3 base system 

SIZES

Quarts, gallons 

FINISH

510-01 Satin

CONCRETE 
FLOOR PAINT
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DURABLE FLOOR SOLUTIONS
DESCRIPTION

Enhance your concrete floor with Denalt’s legacy   

2 in 1 floor enamel and primer. This natural oil-

based finish is perfect for concrete floors that 

require superior protection against the elements 

and traffic. *Not suitable for floors subjected to  

hot automobile tires. Great for basements, mud 

rooms, shop floors, patio and porch.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - No primer required 

 - Resistant to water, salt, oil spills and  

    light chemicals 

 - Adheres directly to old oil paints 

 - Alkyd resin yields a hard glossy finish 

 - Suitable for interior and exterior applications

COLOUR

Medium Grey 

SIZE

Gallons 

FINISH

EP-65 Semi-gloss

LEGACY 
FLOOR ENAMEL
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KEEP IN LINE
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DESCRIPTION

Traffic stripping paint for asphalt and concrete. Grab-’n-go, 

ready-to-use concentration. For all private, commercial or  

institutional applications that require a high-quality traffic 

marking paint that will dry fast.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Direct to surface application on asphalt,  

   concrete, tar patches and more 

 - Dries to touch in only 10 minutes 

 - Tire ready in 1 hour 

 - Ready to use; no additives required 

 - Low VOC content

TRAFFIC STRIPING PAINT
COLOURS 

4 Premixed colours 

SIZES

Gallons, pails 

FINISHES

TPW-00 White 

TPW-21 Black 

TPW-25 Yellow 

TPW-26 Blue 
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DESCRIPTION

Designed to beautify and shaped to the desires 

and needs of  professional applicators, our stunning 

satin anti-slip finish will elevate the looks of  any 

concrete or masonry pool.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 - Our one-coat coverage allows for a fast job 

 - Resists rain after 12 hours, fully cures in 5 days.  

 - UV and efflorescence protection keeps  

  the concrete intact. 

 - Compatible with both chlorinated and  

  salty water systems. 

 - Covers up to 450 sq. ft. per gallon. 

COLOURS 

White, sky blue 

 

SIZES 

Gallons, pails 

 

FINISHES

APP-00 Satin, white 

APP-26 Satin, sky blue

MASONRY
POOL PAINT
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CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER
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8620 Pascal Gagnon
St-Léonard, QC  H1P 1Z1
Canada

(514) 328-2727 Customer service: 1 800 361-3847

Denalt.ca


